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starting with this release, we no longer
include a license for the sublime text editors
that was included in previous updates. were
moving to the apache license 2.0 to ensure
better alignment with other jetbrains-
licensed ides. note that all settings you
make will be available across all your ide
instances. for example, if you select a new
git repo browser path in the settings window,
it will be used not only for the settings in the
first ide you open, but also in any other ide
instances. catiav5r21torrent is a sample
model generated by the catia v5r21 tray.
this model can be used for: to compare the
different ways of working, by comparing a
model using the cnc version with the original
model. to compare the different parameters
of the printer. to test the path within the
printer. to test the setup and the mechanical
properties of the printer. to work with the
catiav5r21torrent file: download the model
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from the 3d warehouse. save the model on
your hard drive. load the model in the solid
edge program. open the model in the catia
v5r21 application. open settings and go to
the extensions tab. click the add extension
button. enter catiav5r21torrent as name, the
extension version (5.0.0 in this example) as
version and catiav5r21torrent as provider.
click the add button. click the restart button
to finish setting up.
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